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THE ANTICHRIST AND HIS PREDECESSORS 
»The final state of the wicked« 

 

 

JESUS: »You read in the Book: “He (the wicked man) will be led to the tomb and keep watch with the 

throng of the dead: pleasing to the gravel of Hell, he will draw all men after him and an innumerable 

crowd before him.” 

All mankind is sinful. One single creature did not savor, I won't say “the bitter taste,” but “the bitter 

smell” of sin. And that was Mary, MY very sweet Mother, She who did not cause ME to miss the Paradise 

I had left to become Flesh in your midst and redeem your flesh, for in Mary I found the Eternal Whiteness 

and Shining LOVE which are in HEAVEN − in Her, the Father, who caressed Her as the Perfect One among 

creatures; in Her, the HOLY SPIRIT, who penetrated Her with his fire to make the Virgin the Mother; 

around Her, the angelic cohorts worshipping the TRINITY in a creature. 

The breast of Mary! The HEART of Mary! The mind most enraptured in God cannot descend to the very 

depth or rise up to the summit of these two perfections of Purity and Love. I illuminate them for you; I 

illuminate them for the dearest ones among the dear. But only when you are where Knowledge is perfect 

will you understand Mary. 

All humanity is sinful. But there is the sinner who is just a sinner, and there is the wicked one − that is, 

the one who takes sin to a demoniacal perfection. For, in Evil, the Devil is able to reach perfection, and 

his most loyal disciples are not less than their master. 

I told you previously: “Lucifer strives to imitate GOD, in evil, of course. He takes on the forms, shall we 

say, of life and death which the SON of GOD had. The devil poses as Christ and, like Christ, has apostles 

and disciples. Among them he will select the perfect one to make him the Antichrist. For the time being 

we are in the period preparatory to the precursors of the latter.” I have already told you this. 

The wicked one will be led to the tomb. That is only natural. Lucifer can give every assistance to his 

favoured ones, his faithful, his slaves, but not immunity from Death, for only I am LIFE and only I have 

Overcome Death. Therefore, when the totality of the evil committed by the wicked one is fulfilled, I give 

the order to Death to take possession of that flesh. That flesh thus experiences the horror of the tomb. 

And for the wicked one it will be a real tomb. 

For the Good, the Redeemed, and the Forgiven it is not such, for they Believe and know on the basis of 

Faith. It is a place where mortal garb returns to its nature as dust, discharging the Spirit in expectation 

of that hour when what was created will be reformed to enter glory or damnation the perfection of 

creation which GOD created for man − that is, with the union of a Spirit to flesh. An Immortal Spirit, like 



GOD, its CREATOR and FATHER, and mortal flesh, as formed from an earthly animal, king of the earth, 

heir of HEAVEN, but too often preferring the earth to HEAVEN and existing as an animal, not in being 

endowed with a “soul”, but in living no less − and sometimes more − brutishly than real animals do. 

Souls, when separated from bodies, have three dwellings. And they will have them until there remain 

only two, after the Judgment which shall not err. The Blessed immediately rejoice in Eternal Rest. The 

suffering actively accomplish their expiation, thinking of the hour of their liberation in GOD. The damned 

toss and turn in anger over the good lost. No, the more wicked they have been, the less they find rest in 

their terrible torture. 

But the Wicked One, he who by his wickedness has drawn others into wickedness and pushed others 

into sin (these are the men and the crowds of which the Book speaks), will be like an unsleeping tower 

in a stormy sea. Before him, the throng of those slain (in their souls) by him; before him, the keen 

memory of so many homicides of souls committed by him; and remorse, which has given no peace to 

those who kill, since the day Cain shed his Brother's blood, will scourge him much more atrociously than 

the infernal scourges. 

He will keep watch over his Crime, which hurled itself against God in God's creatures and, like a raging 

beast, brought slaughter into souls. It is tremendous to have the proof of the misdeed before oneself! A 

punishment added to the punishments! Measureless horror, as the sins of the Wicked One among 

sinners are measureless. 

Do you know what the Souls given to LOVE mean for ME? MY PARADISE ON EARTH. It is You that bring 

a little slice of HEAVEN into this poor world, and on that little slice the SON OF GOD sets his feet to come 

to find His Delights among the Sons and Daughters of the FATHER. 

Open your HEART to your JESUS. And give ME your HEART. Give it ENTIRELY ME. I Want it. As the 

PHYSICIAN and FRIEND of the SPIRIT and the flesh, as the SPOUSE and GOD who has chosen you because 

of your FAITH and your Bold Sentiment of LOVE.« 

 

»Firstborn from among the dead« 
 

JESUS: »I am the “FIRSTBORN FROM AMONG THE DEAD”, in the human and Divine Orders. 

FIRSTBORN in the human order because I am the SON, on MY mother's side, of Adam; I am the FIRST 

ONE begotten, of the lineage of Adam, to have been Born as all the children of those created by MY 

FATHER should have been born. 

Do not close your eyes. Mary was born by the WILL OF GOD without stain, and this preservation was 

willed justly to prepare MY COMING. But without a Special Will, Mary, born of a man and a woman 

joined together according to the law of nature, would not have been different from all the other 

creatures proceeding from the contaminated root of Adam. She would have been a great “Just Person”, 

like many men and women in ancient times, but nothing more. GRACE, Life of the Soul, would have been 

slain in Her by original sin. 

It is I who have overcome death and Death, I who have called back to Life the dead in Limbo. They were 

sleeping. Like Lazarus, whose resurrection veils this truer one. I called them. And they rose again. I, born 

of a woman who was the daughter of Adam, but without the original stain − that is, as all the children 

of Adam should have been − am thus the Firstborn, in the natural order, Adam, born alive in the midst 

those begotten dead Adam. 

I am the “Firstborn” in the divine order because I am the SON OF THE FATHER, the BEGOTTEN ONE, not 

created by HIM. 



To beget means to produce A LIFE. To create means to Form,. I can create a New Flower. The artist can 

create a new work. But only a father and a mother can generate A LIFE. 

I am, then, the “FIRSTBORN” because, BORN OF GOD, I am at the head of all those born (according to 

the GRACE) of GOD. 

When by MY DEATH I violently shook the gates of the hereafter and drew those sleeping out to the first 

resurrection, I also opened the sluices of the Mystical Lakes in whose washing the sign which kills is 

cleansed away, the Death of the spirit dies, the real Death, and the LIFE of the SPIRIT is Born, REAL LIFE. 

Finally, I am the “FIRSTBORN” from among the dead because MY FLESH Entered HEAVEN first, which at 

the ultimate Resurrection the flesh the Saints will enter whose Spirits in Light await the glorification of 

their complete self, as is only right, for they sanctified themselves by overcoming the flesh and martyring 

it to carry it to Victory, as is only right, for the disciples are like the Master, by the Master's LOVING 

WILL, and I, your Master, entered GLORY with MY FLESH, which was MARTYRED for the GLORY OF GOD. 

Later on I shall speak to you about the Two Resurrections, always viewed by you in human terms, when 

they should be viewed with SPIRITUAL SIGHT. 

 

This Primogeniture of Mine, Divine and human, gives ME, as a consequence, sovereign rights, for the 

FIRSTBORN SON of a King is always the one who inherits the crown. And what King is more of a King 

than MY FATHER? 

An ETERNAL KING, whose kingdom has neither beginning nor end and against whom NO enemy has 

power. A SINGLE KING without rivals who raises ME, in begetting ME, to his identical sovereignty, for I 

am ONE WITH THE FATHER, Consubstantial with HIM, Inseparable from HIM, a living, active, perfect 

part of HIM. A HOLY, HOLY, HOLY KING OF such PERFECTION that it is not imaginable for a human mind. 

It flashes out in HEAVEN, on the earth, and over the abysses and pervades all that is − the Glorious 

Holiness of MY FATHER, Holiness which We adore, for it is the Holiness by which we are Begotten and 

from which we Proceed. 

GLORY, GLORY, GLORY be to THE FATHER, Maria, GLORY FOREVER, for from HIM comes EVERY GOOD, 

and I, YOUR SAVIOUR, am the FIRST GOOD. 

MY KINGDOM is not of this earth, according to what it means to reign on earth. But it is a KINGDOM of 

the earth. For I shall have a KINGDOM on the earth. A Visible, Real Kingdom, not just a Spiritual one, as 

it now is, and for a few. The time will come when I shall be the Sole and TRUE KING of this earth, which 

I have bought with MY BLOOD, of which I have been created KING by the FATHER, with ALL POWER over 

it. When will I COME? What does the hour amount to, as compared to ETERNITY? And what will the 

hour matter to you when you are in ETERNITY? 

I shall Come. I shall not have new flesh because I already have a PERFECT FLESH. I shall EVANGELISE, 

not as I Evangelised, but with a New Power, for then the Good will be not humanly good, as the disciples 

at MY FIRST COMING were, but they will be SPIRITUALLY GOOD, and the wicked will be spiritually 

wicked, Satanically wicked, perfectly wicked. The form will thus be consonant with the circumstances, 

for if I were to use the form I used twenty centuries ago, it would be obsolete − for the perfect, in terms 

of Goodness, and it would mean giving the Satanic ones a chance to cause an offense which it is not 

permitted to cause to the GLORIFIED WORLD. Like a finely-knit net, I shall pull behind MY LIGHT those 

who have reached Spiritual Subtleness, but those weighed down through the union of their flesh with 

Satan, the spiritually Dead, whom the soul's corruption keeps sunk in the slime, will not enter into MY 

LIGHT and will finish becoming corrupted in the union of Evil with Darkness. 

For the time being I am preparing the future time by using particularly the WORD that descends from 

THE HEAVENS to the Souls ready to receive it. I make you into radiotelephone operators intent on 



hearing the teaching which is perfect and which I have already given and do not change, for the TRUTH 

IS ONE, but it has been forgotten or deformed, excessively forgotten anal excessively deformed, for it 

was useful to forget it or deform it. 

I am doing this because I have MERCY ON HUMANITY, which is dying without the bread of the SPIRIT. I 

have given MYSELF as BREAD for your Souls, so I now offer MY WORD as BREAD for your SPIRITS. And I 

repeat, BLESSED ARE THOSE WHO HEAR THE WORD OF GOD AND OBSERVE IT.« 

 

Maria Valtorta: The Antichrist and his Predecessors (page: 163 - 172) 


